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3 Book Best Selling Adult Alien Romance Series (Complete with HEA!) Book 1: Enslaved by

AliensBook 2: Rescued from AliensBook 3: Living with AliensWARNING: This book contains

dubious consent, strong language, scorching sex scenes, and possible violence. If you like sweet

romance books, this is not for you. However, if you crave out of this world pleasure... read on.Only

for the adult eyes!
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I read all 13 books. The first 3 a series by itself, was ok. If you like bdsm and slave master play you

will be ok. But it is a slave issue. There are rape scenes, not violent but still not really consensual

sex, so rape. I normally do not like books with rape in it but the author does it in a way that lessons

the womans experience. The story itself was descent and the sex scense with yhe love interest

were pretty hot. So stick with it and about 1/2 through book 1 it does get better. The other 10 books

are from 1 series. Short novella style books...like episodes almost. The story line was predictable



and the sex scenes were hot. If you are looking for a serious read or are sensitive to rape issues,

these are not for you. If you want a book to entertain and read about some hot sex scenes with

aliens. ..you will enjoy these books.

This series is so unique and exciting . It will keep you glued to the pages.Once you start reading you

will be hooked!. Right from the beginning it is Exciting and scorching hot!.Natalie and her three

friends are in a park. The next thing they know they wake up in what they thought at first was a

holding cell. Only it turns out they were abducted by Aliens!. They are separated from each other.

Natalie soon learns they were taken to be used as sex slaves!. The Alien uses some kind of device

on her to make her they said more compatible. What she does not learn till later is the device also

makes her more then human!. Later she is rescued by a sexy green man Kyan. He is a member of

the Galactic Police. This is when she learns that she can never return to earth!. Kyan is very

attracted to Natalie but tries to fight it.This is just one example in this three pack collection. The

more you read the more you fall in love with this five star plus exciting, sweet, funny, and scorching

hot Alien Romance!. You will love it!.

4 human women get abducted by aliens and are taken to other planets as trained sex objects, being

sold to the highest bidders for orgies. After abuse the victim is regenerated by galactic outlaws for

the next planet's event. The girls are kept separately and don't know what happened to their friends

until one is freed and helps find and rescues the others.

Young women kidnapped from Earth to be sex slaves at alien conventionlike meetings. They are

subjected to rape and BDSM. If you are sensitive to those issues, I strongly discourage this book.

There are many novella included in this book along that them also.

This was an amazing series. I love each of the stories. Each book told a little more of the plants and

their lives. Also it told of different Warriors that found their human mates. You will love these books.

This was a book I almost read before and am so glad I did! It was a great story of love and

adventure that could have so many more adventures and love stories to go!

This was a good. I enjoyed the story. Loved the characters. I looking forward to reading the next

book. Also I look forward reading more from this author



Women in the wrong place at the wrong time, alien men with out mates, now all you need to do is

read and get there story.
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